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WHO WE ARE 2

2012
DOW’s spinning lines and equipments are 

moved to Varallo Pombia and production of 

XLANCETM yarn starts.

2011
XLANCE Srl is established to acquire the licensed

technology of XLA from DOW

2017
We are renforcing our presence on the market 

supplying the following applications: Workwear, 

Shirting, Swimwear and Technical Textiles. 



DOW LICENSE LETTER 3



WHERE WE ARE 4

ITALY
Varallo Pombia (NO)

Production plant

CHINA
Shanghai

Bonded warehouse



WHAT IS XLANCETM FIBER 5

crystallites

flexible chains

= crystallizable ethylene units

= non-crystallizable octene units

POLYOLEFIN-BASED ELASTIC FIBER

XLANCE™

BLOCK COPOLYMER 
(DOW INFUSE™ by Chain Shuttling Catalyst technology)
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WHAT IS XLANCETM FIBER 6

-> CROSSLINKED TPE

Covalent crosslinks provide improved temperature stability/mechanical integrity
beyond the melting of crystals (= 120 °C) which serve as thermally reversible links
(disappear with increasing temperature and re-form upon cooling, allowing fiber setting).

T < Tm (120 °C) T > Tm T < Tm



XLANCETM VERSUS SPANDEX 7

SPANDEX

Spandex must be processed from solution.
Typically, the polymer is dry-spun into filaments
from the same solvent used for the polymerization
(e.g. DMF, DMAC). Spandex is a multifilament yarn.

XLANCETM

XLATM is produced by melt-spinning;
it is typically a monofilament fiber.

segmented (polyether-based/polyester-based) polyurethane elastic fiber

XLATM and SPANDEX have a completely different chemical structure:

polyolefin-based elastic fiber



PRODUCTION PROCESS 8



VALUE PROPOSITIONS 9

For DOW: “XLANCE fiber is a unique, elastic fiber that is olefin-based and designed 
for durable, comfortable stretch performance, with excellent heat and chemical resistance.” 

COMFORT
Fabrics containing XLANCE™ feature a comfortable stretch, 
while allowing the base fiber to define the final fabric drape and touch.

THERMAL RESISTANCE
XLA™ withstands temperatures up to 220 °C without loss in performance.

LOW T HEAT SETTING
XLA™ guarantees 100% heat set efficiency already starting from 130°C.  
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For DOW: “XLANCE fiber is a unique, elastic fiber that is olefin-based and designed 
for durable, comfortable stretch performance, with excellent heat and chemical resistance.” 

COMFORT
Fabrics containing XLANCE™ feature a comfortable stretch, 
while allowing the base fiber to define the final fabric drape and touch.



VALUE PROPOSITIONS 11

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE
XLA™ features inherent chemical resistance to harsh chemicals 
(strong acids and alkalis, oxidizing agents, enzyme wash conditions, …).

UV RESISTANCE
XLA™ fiber is also highly resistant to UVA and UVB radiation exposure.
XXXX

CHLORINE PROOF
XLA™ has an exceptional resistance to chlorine (more than 1000 hours).  



VALUE PROPOSITIONS 12

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE
XLANCE™ features inherent chemical resistance to harsh chemicals 
(strong acids and alkalis, oxidizing agents, enzyme wash conditions, …).

XLANCE™ XLANCE™Spandex Spandex



13XLANCETM VERSUS SPANDEX - Chlorine resistance

Test results by courtesy of

Research & 

Development

XLANCE™ Spandex



VALUE PROPOSITIONS 14

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE
XLA™ features inherent chemical resistance to harsh chemicals 
(strong acids and alkalis, oxidizing agents, enzyme wash conditions, …).

UV RESISTANCE
XLANCE™ fiber is also highly resistant to UVA and UVB radiation exposure.
XXXX

XLANCE™ Spandex XLANCE™ Spandex



VALUE PROPOSITIONS 15

EASY CARE
XLANCE™-fabric care requires no special laundering and ironing 
precautions.

DURABILITY
XLANCE™ guarantees garments durable stretch performance, wear after wear,
even if exposed to most extreme conditions.



DESIGNING PROPERTIES 16

Through the proper selection of resin grade, fiber spinning conditions and crosslinking,
we are able to design XLANCE™ properties to meet a wide array of customer
needs/applications.

 RESIN PROPERTIES

 SPINNING CONDITIONS

 CROSSLINKING PROCESS



WORKWEAR
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Uniform manufacturers, laundry

suppliers and leasing companies 

are looking for always more 

durable garments meeting 

industrial standards. At the same

time, uniform and career apparel

wearers need workwear apparel

solutions that are safe and, most

of all, comfortable. Fabrics with 

XLANCE™ meet both demands

and expectations.

XLANCE™ BASED FABRICS SENSORIAL 

PROPERTIES IMPROVE WEARER'S 

CONFORT THANKS TO THE BENEFICIAL 

EFFECT IMPARTED BY THE GENTLE 

POWER STRETCH OF XLANCE™.

THERMAL RESISTANCE
XLANCE™ withstands temperatures up 

to 220°C, retaining permanently its

stretch performances and enabling the 

combination with fibers requiring very

high finishing and dyeing temperature 

processes.

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE 
Extremely resistant to chemical such as

alkalis (including mercerization

conditions), sulphuric and hydrochloric

acids, oxydizing agents and enzyme

wash conditions.

EASY CARE 
Extreme Laundry washing and tumble

drying conditions (tested according to 

ISO 6330-5A) won't affect either

XLANCETM inherent elastic feature or its

thermal and chemical resistance.

MAIN APPLICATIONS
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The only stretch solution that can 

be mixed with true non-iron

finishes to create the ultimate shirt

for the on-the-go consumer. 

Designed to enable stretch in new 

applications, XLANCE™ free 

designers from previously held

constraints, allowing yarn spinners

and mills to create innovative 

fabrics for garments with soft 

stretch, easy care and durability.

FABRICS CONTAINING XLANCE™ 

FEATURE A COMFORTABLE STRETCH 

WHILE ALLOWING THE BASE FIBER TO 

DEFINE THE FINAL FABRIC DRAPE AND 

TOUCH.

NON-IRON 
Thanks to XLANCE™ inheritant

resistance to non-iron treatment (liquid

ammonia processesl, fabrics with 

XLA<8TM<9NTM keep their shape and 

colour and they are less likely to shrink. 

DURABLE 
Everlasting stretch performance even if

exposed to the most demanding

washing and use conditions. 

COMFORT 
Shirts with XLANCE™ feature a 

comfortable stretch with lower

compression, following gently the shape

of wearers' body. 

EASY CARE 
Carefree home laundry requirements. 

XLANCE™ caters for wrinkle free, crisp

and clean look after many laundry

cycles. 

SHIRTING

MAIN APPLICATIONS
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In order to meet the growing

demand for a stretch product that

retains the shape of swimwear by 

resisting chlorine degradation, 

XLANCETM comes to rescue with 

its chemical features that make it

not only chlorine proof but also

highly resistant to UVA and UVB 

radiations and other aggressive 

agents such as oils and suntan

lotions.

EVERLASTING STRETCH 

PERFORMANCE, EVEN IF EXPOSED

TO THE MOST EXTREME CONDITIONS.

UV RESISTANCE 
XLANCE™ is inherently resistant to the 

combination of UVA and UVB radiations

making it the first choice for the 

swimwear market. 

LOW TEMP HEAT SETTINGS 
The Low temperature heat setting

enables to combine XLANCE™ with 

thermosensible fibers such as

Polypropylene. 

OIL AND CREAM RESISTANCE 
Oils, creams perspiration and suntan

lotions are no threat to XLANCE™ shape

retention and performance usage after

usage.

CHLORINE PROOF 
XLANCE™ has the inherent chemical

properties needed to resist chlorine for 

more than 1.000 hours - or longer than

the host fiber - providing the ultimate 

shape retention over time.

SWIMWEAR

MAIN APPLICATIONS
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XLANCE™ allows designers to 

create denim garments that are 

incredibly comfortable and 

durable, holding their shape wash 

after wash and, at the same time, 

as soft as cotton on the skin: 

bleaching, stonewashing, 

distressing, imprinting are among

the many possible treatments that

won't compromise the incredible

stretch performance of the fabric.

FABRICS CONTAINING XLANCE™ 

FEATURE A COMFORTABLE STRETCH 

WHILE ALLOWING THE BASE FIBER TO 

DEFINE THE FINAL FABRIC DRAPE AND 

TOUCH.

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE 
Bleaching, stonewashing, distressing: 

nothing is too harsh for XLANCE™.

Expand your horizons without

compromising stretch performances.

NATURAL FEELING 
Natural denim cotton look

and feel for a traditional

fabric. 

EASY CARE 
XLANCE™ withstands multiple washing

cycles while preserving its technical

and physical properties. 

BI-STRETCH
XLANCE™ guarantees optimal stretch

in both warp and weft directions while

allowing rope indigo dyeing. 

DENIM

MAIN APPLICATIONS
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